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Abstract—In many acoustic problems low frequency noise is dominant and in such cases passive sound absorber is not 
effective as that of active noise control. This paper aims to cancel the noise created by the induction motor –fan assembly 
used in the air duct flow system. Here, active noise control (ANC) technique was used for reducing the acoustic noise 
produced by the system. Active noise control was achieved by introducing the anti-noise with the help of an efficient 
secondary source, appropriate electronic control unit, electro acoustic transducers and sensors. Active noise control has 
pretty number of applications to a wide variety of acoustic problems in manufacturing, industrial operation, etc.  In this 
paper, an attempt has been made to deal with real world noise (noise produced by the motor) and analyzed the noise 
produced in the control system. The performance of the noise control system with the implementation of FX-LMS algorithm 
was represented.An adaptive filter with filter length 300 and LMS step size of 0.0002 was used to reduce motor-fan related 
noise of an air duct flow system and finally a lower noise amplitude was obtained after active noise control. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Now a days acoustic noise problems have become 
more serious as numbers of industrial machineries and 
equipment such as engines, blowers, fans, 
transformers, and compressors are more in use.  
Passive noise control technique can be applied in 
order to control this kind of acoustic noise. The 
traditional passive silencers are preferred for their 
high attenuation over a broad frequency range, but 
they are relatively large, costly, and not effective in 
low frequency range. 

The principle of ANC was first introduced in Paul 
Lueg’s patent in 1930’s [1, 2]. In Lueg’s patent a 
microphone was used to detect the primary noise and 
gives this input signal to the electronic controller 
which drives the loudspeaker and the electronic 
system adjusts itself in such a manner that the 
secondary source produces anti-noise with greater 
accuracy so as to reduce the noise in a huge amount. 
In 1956, Conover proposed an active system for 
reduction of noise in a transformer [3]. In 
1981,Burgress gave the idea of using adaptive digital 
filter in ANC [4]. Piper et al. worked on reducing the 
fan noise in an acoustic duct bynoise control technique 
[5]. In the year of 1999,Kuo implemented the ANC on 
TMS320 family [6, 7, 8]. Later on in 2005, Huff 
implemented a technique to reduce noise generated in 
turbo fans [9]. Not only was this ANC alsoapplied in 
elevator cabin in the year 2006 by Landaluze et al.  
[10]. In2008,Eliott suggested an ANC for reducing the 
noise in road vehicles [11, 12, 13]. Many researchers 
like R. Sudheerbabu et al. took the help of genetic 
algorithm for active noise control[14]. 

ANC comprises an electro-acoustic or electro-
mechanical systemthat cancels the primary noise 
which is unwanted by the principle of superposition. 
Basically a noise signal possessing equal magnitude 
and opposite phase as that of primary noise is 
generated by the secondary source which is 
superposed with the latter (unwanted noise or primary 
noise),  thus resulting the reduction of noise. To 
achieve the large amount of noise cancellation the 
secondary source (anti-noise source) must generate an 
inverted signal that of original one with great 
accuracy. ANC system is very much efficient in low 
frequency range where the passive noise control 
technique may appear to be bulky and expensive. 
ANC is developing rapidly because it allows technical 
improvements in noise control, especially benefits in 
issues regarding size, weight, volume, and cost. 

As the characteristic of acoustic noise source and 
the environment are time varying, the frequency 
content, amplitude, phase and sound velocity of the 
undesired noise are non-stationary. Thus the noise 
control system should be adaptive in order to cope 
with this kind of randomness. Here in this case, when 
the motor rotates the noise produced by it is due to 
vibration and should be reduced to improve the 
working environment. 
               ANC is an attractive mean for reducing 
noise to a great extent at low frequency. Many 
application of ANC involving real and simulated 
experiments are introduced in the references. Recent 
applications of ANC include following areas: 
1. Automotive:Noise attenuation in vehicle passenger 
compartments, electronic mufflers in exhaust and 
induction systems engine, active engine mounts and 
so on. 
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2. Appliances:Including air conditioning ducts, air 
blowers, fans, refrigerators, washing machines, 
vacuum cleaners etc. 
3.  Industrial:Fans, air ducts, chimneys, transformers, 
power generators, compressor pumps, public phone 
booths, wind tunnels, head phones and so on. 
4. Transportation: Airplanes, ships, boats, 
helicopters, motor cycles, diesel locomotives and so 
on. 
 
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
A. System description 

Duct air flow control: There is a fan blower which 
is mechanically connected to a 0.75 HP, 1400 rpm, 3-
phase induction motor (Fig. 1). Once the motor gets 
power the fan blower sucks air from the atmosphere 
and delivers through a duct where flow of air is 
measured continuously by an orifice with flow 
transmitter. Pressure difference across the orifice is 
measured continuously by flow transmitter giving 4-
20 mA DC output proportional to the air flow rate 
after square rooting. This 4-20 mA DC (which is the 
process value (PV)) is fed to the microprocessor based 
single loop PID controller. The controller process the 
PV input w.r.t set point (SP) and gives the corrective 
output signal 4-20 mA DC to a 0-10 V DC isolator. 
First output of the isolator goes to a VFD (variable 
frequency drive) control mode and second output goes 
to an electrical actuator mounted on the air inlet 
damper. There is a switch available on the local panel 
by which control can be done by VFD or by electrical 
actuator. 

 
Fig. 1. Laboratory set up of an Air Duct Flow Control Loop 
 
B. Active noise control with FXLMS algorithm  
We can say the ANC system is a disturbance 
rejection control system. In control system 
terminology we can write the input and output 
equations as follows:  

 
 

 
Where  
is the source noise 
is the anti-noise source signal 
is the error microphone signal 
is the performance microphone signal 

Our objective is to minimize the value of Z so that 
noise can be minimized and accordingly we have to 
choose a suitable controller. 
Many researchers proposed the method of  FX-LMS 
for ANC which uses an adaptive filter, whose weight 
is updated by LMS algorithm. In this context the 
adaptive filter along with the LMS algorithm is the 
required controller. FX-LMS algorithm takes care of 
the effect of secondary path on ANC system. The 
secondary path includes ADC, amplifier and 
loudspeaker etc. Introduction of transfer function of 
secondary path into the ANC system will generally 
cause instability [7]. This is because the error signal is 
not correctly aligned in time with reference signal due 
to presence of secondary path [7]. In such scenario 
FX-LMS algorithm is suitable one to overcome this 
effect of secondary path.  Many noises are periodic, 
such as those produced by engines, compressors, 
motors, fans, and propellers. The noise produced by 
the system taken here possesses non-stationary 
characteristics. A simple block diagram for FX-LMS 
[13] algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. A simplified block diagram for FXLMS algorithm 
 
A common algorithm applied to adaptive filters is the 
Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm. The modified 
version of LMS algorithm which commonly used for 
ANC system are Filtered-X Least Mean Square (FX-
LMS) Algorithm. The filtered-X algorithm also uses 
an adaptive filter and its weighting parameters can be 
automatically updated by LMS algorithm. To ensure 
convergence of the algorithm, the input to the error 
correlate is filtered by a secondary-path estimate 
C(z). This results in the filtered-X LMS (FX-LMS) 
algorithm, to compensate for the effects of the 
secondary path in ANC applications. This approach is 
effective at attenuating lower frequency noise, such 
as that from a fan, compressors or engine noise in an 
acoustic duct [3, 12]. The FX-LMS algorithm can be 
expressed as: 

         w n 1 w n e n x n h n              
(1)                                                                     
Where   is the step size of the algorithm that 
determines the stability and convergence of the 
algorithm and  nh  is the impulse response of H (z). 
Therefore, the input vector  nx is filtered by H (z) 
before updating the weight vector of adaptive filter. 
However, here H (z) is unknown and must be 
estimated by filter C (z). Therefore: 
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       i iw n 1 w n e n x n i    
 (2) 

i 0,1,.....N 1     
Where 

     
N 1T

i
i 0

x n c x n c x n i



     

 (3) 
isthe vector for the filtered version of reference 
input  nx that is computed as: 

        T
x n x n x n 1 ....x n N 1                   

(4) And: 
T

0 1 N 1c c c .. . .c     is the coefficient 
vector of the secondary path estimate C(z). 
 

First the power was supplied to the whole system 
and the desired flow rate is set to 100 m^3/sec 
manually. The motor and the fan coupled with it 
rotates in order to suck the air into the duct. While 
rotating motor rotates at a variable speed which gives 
rise to non-stationary noise characteristics. Under such 
condition the noise generated by motor was collected 
and an adaptive algorithm (FX-LMS) was used in 
LABVIEW environment to reduce the noise.  

 
The adaptive filter length was chose to be 300. 

Also the step length of LMS algorithm set to a value 
0.0002. The noise sample collected from the 
considered system is shown in Fig.1. We have taken 
the sampling frequency as 43 kHz. Time of 
convergence in this simulation was found to be 50 
seconds. 

 
The characteristics of amplitude of noise was 

shown in Fig.3. From Fig.3 the randomness in noise 
amplitude was observed and it was mainly due to 
motor's variable speed. It showed that, the noise 
amplitude was at higher order initially because of high 
initial error and later on it reduced. There were 
5600000 samples measured for the time domain and a 
pure time delay of 200 samples. The attenuated noise 
has been presented after using ANC, which was 
desired (Fig. 4).The comparison of power spectral 
density curve for noise signal after ANC and before 
ANC has been shown in Fig. 5. Fig. The noise level 
here is reduced approximately by 20 dB. We can also 
observe from Fig. 5 that the ANC is more effective in 
low frequency range. The frequency spectrum of 
collected noise is shown in Fig. 6. We observed from 
Fig. 6, the noise signal is having remarkable amplitude 
around 200 Hz. By changing the step size and filter 
length we can get different results with different 
converging rate. Though by changing the filter length 
and the step size of LMS algorithm we could have got 
the better convergence towards the desired value but it 
would lead to verge of instability of the system. 

 
Fig. 3. Collected noise signal before active noise control 

Fig. 4 Noise signal before ANC and after ANC 
 

 
Fig. 5  Power spectral density plot of noise before ANC and 

after ANC 
 

 
Fig. 6 Frequency spectrum of noise signal after active noise 

control 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

Initially the noise amplitude was relatively higher 
because of initial error (due to difference between 
desired and instantaneous flow rate motor rotates at a 
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higher speed to attend the set value and this high 
speed gives rise to vibrational sound). In this paper 
FX-LMS algorithm was implemented in LABVIEW 
environment with an adaptive filter with filter length 
300 and LMS step size of 0.0002 to reduce motor-fan 
related noise of an air duct flow system. From this 
above observations, we obtained a lower noise 
amplitude after ANC. By this contribution, we 
presented the whole system in a practical point of 
view. The simulation result of this work showed 
significant noise attenuation and its spectrum analysis. 
After applying FX-LMS algorithm a significant 
reduction in noise amplitude is obtained but could not 
be nullified completely. It might be due to error in 
design of secondary path or in choosing the 
appropriate step size and filter length. Therefore the 
future work aims at an optimized selection of filter 
length and step size in order to achieve higher rate of 
completely a practical issue. Also we can update the 
coefficient of adaptive filter taking the help of fuzzy 
logic, ANFIS, genetic algorithm which don’t need any 
computational complexity like LMS algorithm. 
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